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IMPROVING TELEMETRY TIMING ACCURACY

ROBERT S. PICKETT
ITT/FEC

Vandenberg Air Force Base, California.

Introduction    Requirements exist to provide digital telemetry data time tagged to
within ± 100 :sec. of Range time. Timing uncertainties associated with standard
receiving, recording and processing equipment exceed one msec. While uncertainties
may be reduced through measurements and equipment procurement, accurate results can
be obtained from a simple equipment modification. Examples using the Minuteman
system are given to illustrate the technique.

Requirements for Improved Timing Accuracy    Recently several data users have
placed requirements to provide digital telemetry data tapes with timing synchronized to
within ± 100 :sec of Range time. The requirements are based on the need for direct
compar ison of inertial guidance and radar data. Standard telemetry equipment now in
common use at most sites cannot meet this accuracy due to the accumulation of timing
uncertainties as discussed below.

Sources of Timing Uncertainties    Assume that a particular data bit is received at a
telemetry site’s antenna feed at To. The digital tape produced from the site’s recording
must indicate that the bit was indeed received at To. Any variation is considered to be
the accumulated timing error. Referring to figure 1, there are eight basic categories of
errors which determine the total error. There is a transmission delay, )T1, from the
antenna feed through the receiving system to the analog recorder head. The station
master timing is not perfectly synchronized to Range tine, and introduces uncertainty,
)T2. The IRIG timing equipment is synchronized to station timing and the appropriate
code routed to the analog recorder head. Delays and synchronization error produce
uncertainty, )T3. The site’s analog recording is then sent to a computer processing
facility where serial analog data is converted to digital data. Timing uncertainty, )T4 ,
results from head spacing differences between the recording and playback machines.
IRIG standard 106-69 specifies a head stack placement for even and odd track heads of
1.5" ± .001". As timing may be on an odd track and data on an even track, there may be
as much as .002" displacement between data and timing during playback. At 120 inches
per second, this represents a 16.6 :sec. uncertainty. Head skew and gap scatter errors can
also be lumped with head displacement. )T5 is the time delay associated with transfer of
the data from the analog recorder, through the bit synchronizer and decommutator, to the



computer. This is a function of both hardware and software. )T6 is the error associated
with locking the IRIG timing translator to the signal from the recorder, and transferring
timing to the computer. Reference 1 provides a discussion of the error and the following
conclusions relating to IRIG B synchronization:

• Amplifier inversions can introduce a :sec.  uncertainty if the inversion is not
recognized and corrected at the processing facility.

• Errors of 400 :sec. or more have been experienced in synchronizing translators to
IRIG B timing.

)T7 is the uncertainty associated with inserting timing marks in the digital data. This is
primarily a function of computer software and is typically ± 1 word time.

Reference 2 documents the cumulative uncertainties of )T4, )T5, )T6 and )T7. An
analog tape was played into the same processing station several times, and then played
into four other processing stations. Octal dumps were made from each data run, and the
timing associated with discrete data words noted. Pertinent results are summarized in
table IA and demonstrate that processing errors alone range from 100 to 1,000 :sec.
Reference 1 provides estimates of intersite timing differences experienced during launch
support. The estimates were obtained by designating one station as a reference,
computing transit times from radar or inertial guidance data, and calculating the expected
reception time of discrete events at each site. The expected reception times were then
compared to the actual data and differences computed. Pertinent results are summarized
in table IB and indicate errors of from 47 :sec. to :sec.

Thus, from an analysis of the hardware, software and the studies in references 1 and 2, it
is concluded that the timing errors accumulated on digital tapes will average several
hundred microseconds, and may exceed one millisecond.

Reducing Timing Errors, Brute Force Method    The errors discussed can be
significantly reduced through an extensive program of field measurements, equipment
procurement, and software development. However, such a program would be expensive
to implement. To ensure that errors were consistently held below 100 :sec., continuing
quality control and data analysis would be required. Fortunately, there is a much simpler
technique which can be adopted.

Measuring Timing Errors, A Simple Method    On high bit rate PCM programs,
excellent accuracies can be obtained with existing equipment and software. A simple
modification of readily available equipment is required to measure the timing errors.
Also, a spare track on one analog recorder is needed. The technique consists of inserting



a timing marker in the data stream in real tire. Refer to figure 2. The telemetry station is
patched for normal support, except that the video output of one data receiver is
connected to a bit synchronizer. The NRZ and clock outputs are used to provide Bi-N
data and clock. (Som synchronizers include this feature.) Conversion to Bi-N data avoids
the problems associated with NRZ recording and produces a data stream with the sam bit
time as the clock signal. The Bi-N data is recorded on tape until a 1 pps timing pulse is
received. The pulse triggers a switch which selects the clock signal rather than data.
After about one-half word tim., the switch again selects the data signal. The result is that
a sequence of all “ones” (or all “zeros”) is inserted in the data stream. Figures 2B and 2C
illustrate the logic and schematic of the switch used in development and testing on the
Minuteman program. The simplicity of the hardware required is self-evident.

To use the timing markers, the tracks are processed normally and octal dumps of the
digital tapes obtained. The all “ones” sequence is easily recognized and the first “me”
marks the frame, word and bit which corresponds to the station’s 1 pps pulse. The timing
on the normal data octal dumps is then computed for the same frame, word and bit. The
difference is the cumulative timing bias on the digital data tape. Figure 3 shows a typical
computation for a Minuteman tape.

Once the timing bias is determined, the digital tape could be corrected. However, this is
seldom necessary as subsequent computer processing usually includes provisions for
bias correction.

Computer Processing Considerations    In computerizing the bias computations, me
problem of significance was noted. The all Itones” sequence was sometimes inserted
between all “ones” syllables. This complicated the search routine for the marker word
and introduced an uncertainty as to which of the “ones” in the combined pattern was the
marker bit. Analysts rejected these cases and used only the “good” samples such as the
one shown in figure 3. To maximize the samples available and to simplify the
programmer’s task, a modified switch is being developed which will insert four zeros
after the 1 pps pulse is received and then change to all “ones” for one word time. The
zero to one transition will then be used as the reference bit.

Software has been developed to designate whether the timing marker occurred during the
first or second half of a word. This reduces the computer processing uncertainty to one-
half word time . Efforts are underway to designate the correct word syllable. Successful
completion of these efforts will produce computerized bias computations for Minuteman
tapes accurate to within ± 50 :sec

Computer processing facilities have developed merging programs to provide a composite
tape from the best data sources throughout the flight. Several of the programs merge data



frame by frame with all data referenced to one site by transit time corrections. Where
such merging is accomplished, timing bias of the composite tape can be obtained by
comparing its octal dump to the reference site’s timing marker track.
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